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Abstract:
The importance of multimedia security is becoming more and more important with the continuous increment in digital
communication on the internet. The increasing use of audio and video in a wide range of application security and privacy issues to
serious attention. With the advancement of both computer and internet technology, multimedia data, such as images, audio,
videos, are being used more and more widely. In order to maintain privacy or security, sensitive data needs to be protected before
transmission or distribution. The main purpose of the presented paper is to establish a secure way by implementing a
cryptographic module to deal with the exchanged multimedia files via insecure communication channels using a symmetric key
which is generated by a sophisticated mathematical way. Both the sender and receiver share a single key. The sender uses this key
to encrypt plaintext and send the ciphertext to the receiver. On the other side the receiver applies the same key to decrypt the
multimedia and recover the plaintext. As a first stage the plaintext is converted to spoiled plaintext then encrypting it then
transmit it to the receiver who will decrypt the spoiled plaintext too its original by using reconstruction table. The information
security uses cryptography on several levels. The information cannot be read without a key to decrypt it. The information
maintains its integrity during transmit and while being stored. Cryptography also aids in nonrepudiation. This means that the
sender and the delivery of a message can be verified. This module was tested using many image and text files and it was proved to
be strong using different cryptanalysis technique.
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Introduction
For RGB each color use 8-bits which have values from (0) to
(255) , when concatenate this values produce pixel value
which eqwevelent to the image , every pixel has value
changed based on the three maigor colors which every color is

Color
Index of bits

mix between them(red,green,and blue) when change value of
any color , the pixel value will change according to this
change, and we can get the pixel value in the 2D array that
representing the image[2].

Table 1: Each color use 8-bits value
GREEN
16
15

RED
23

8

BLUE
7

0

Table 2: RGB values for every colors
Color

HTML / CSS Name

Hex Code
#RRGGBB

Decimal Code
(R,G,B)

Black

#000000

(0,0,0)

White

#FFFFFF

(255,255,255)

Red

#FF0000

(255,0,0)

Lime

#00FF00

(0,255,0)

Blue

#0000FF

(0,0,255)

Yellow

#FFFF00

(255,255,0)

Cyan / Aqua

#00FFFF

(0,255,255)

Magenta / Fuchsia

#FF00FF

(255,0,255)

Silver

#C0C0C0

(192,192,192)

Gray

#808080

(128,128,128)

Maroon

#800000

(128,0,0)
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Color

Hex Code
#RRGGBB

HTML / CSS Name

Decimal Code
(R,G,B)

Olive

#808000

(128,128,0)

Green

#008000

(0,128,0)

Purple

#800080

(128,0,128)

Teal

#008080

(0,128,128)

Navy

#000080

(0,0,128)

By substitution in the equation we can compute how many possible colors can get from it
RGB=(R*256^2) + (G*256^1) + (B*256^0) this make 256*256*256=16777216 posible colors[3].
Nomenclature
R
red color
G
green color
B
blue color
g
golden number
2D
2 dimentional
This table give an example if we need certain color like white and green colors(table 3)
Table(3): RGB for white and green color
RGB

An example color value
White

255*65536+255*256+255

Green

0*65536+255*256+0

2.Image encryption
The pixel is the main element in image that contain many
pixel,and when we need encrypt the image we should be
change the value of pixel.
By substitution in the equation of RGB we can talk there is
number can't get it from the equation so we can called this

number golden number(g), and we can say this number in our
favor by using this number after reading the image and
convert it to 2 dimensional array and compute its width and
height by using image. Get width, and image. Get height
(figure 1).

Pixel (0, 0)

Figure (1): image contain many pixels
After this action we search include this array if there repeated
number or no, if there we remove all repeated numbers except
first one and place golden number in the index of repeated
numbers, then we obtain new 2 dimensional array with same
width and height for the original 2 dimensional array.

Golden

After this we can obtain third 2 dimensional arrays by replace
all numbers in second array by zeros except golden number
(g), this array is key of encryption.
when need to decrypt the encrypted image we can append the
key array and array which included golden number to obtain
the original array, and write this array to obtain the original
image (figure2).
Golden

Secure channel

Image

Image

Original
image

D

E

Original
image

a

a
Encrypt
Image

Encrypt

TM

Image

Figure (2): Schematic diagram for encryption and decryption system
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For example:
123531719

1235gg7g9

00003 1010

123531719
Image (plaintext)

first step of encrypted image

Key

original values

Figure (3): original arrayconvert to encrypted array
To make the encryption process little more difficulty we
should make segmentationover encrypted image by segment

the encrypted image in group of rows and columns entered by
user (figure 4).

Example for segment the image in 4 columns and 4 rows the figure show the dimensional of image
Figure (4): segmentation sectors
row
Row/4

Col/4

2col/4

3col/4
figure 4-a show the original image , figure 4-b show the image after replacing all repeated numbers with golden number, figure
4-c show the image after second step of encryption by using segmentation.

a)Original image

b)First step encrypted image
Figure(5):Encrypt and segment image

3. Message encryption
Use this method in encrypt a message by ask the user to enter
a message, for example "hello my dear doctor emad" To be
encrypted.
To make the encryption process little more difficulty we must
make the following:
a. Spoil the original message by storing only a letter and the
positions of the character and other like letters in the plaintext
message (table 1 show this positions).
b. Shifting each letter on the spoiled message by a given
number of places determined by in the user (user enter number
of shifting which he needed)[5].
In this method we ask the user to enter the message that we
need encrypt it then we compute the size of message (length of

letter
H
e
l
0
space
m

First index position
0
1
2
4
5
6

c) Second step (segmented

message) to create a reconstruct array his size equal to the
original message, after that we create ragged array which
contains the position of each letter (contain the total index),
and create a temporary array to store index of every letter once
[9].
We can decrypt the original message by using reconstruction
array which have positions of every letter in the original
message (table4).
For example:
Plaintext message:" hello my dear doctor emad"
Spoiled message will be string collchar"helo mydarct"
The positions of a given letter in the original message are
shown in (table 2) as follows:

Table (4): reconstruction table
Second index position
Third index position
10
3
15
8
22
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13
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y
D
A
R
C
t

7
9
11
12
16
17

14
23
19

24

Create a secret key for each letter of the spoiled message
according to the following equation:
Letter special secret key= (int) (letter)*∑ (positions of the
letter and the other like letters in the original message)
This method encodes the given message string using a Caesar
by shifting each letter by a given number of places [11].
4-Text encryption
If we need encrypt a text file put the text which we need
encrypt it in test plantext, after that take first word in text and
void convert(String y, int keyval) {

convert every character to its equivalent integer number and
make operation with a key which the user entered it , then
convert this number to the equivalent character and obtain a
first string in the text and so on.
When we obtain the encrypt words we put it in encrypted text
and display this text to the user.
In encrypt text we use two methods first one to encrypt every
character and the other to decrypt the original character to
display it to the user (figure 6).

Čąÿú¶ùąĄČûĂĄ¾éĄĂÿĄý¶ďÂ¶ÿĄĄ¶āûďČ÷Ă¿¶Ď

char ch;

!dibs!di<

int i, val;

·Āąą·ĀÃ·čøăÒ

for (i = 0; i < y.length(); i++) {

!gps!)j!>!1<!j!=!z/mfohui)*<!j,,*!|

ch = y.charAt(i);

·úÿ·Ô·ĐÅúÿøăØą¿ĀÀÒ

Val = (int) ch;

!wbm!>!)jou*!di<

val = val + keyval;

·čøă·Ô·čøă·Â·ĂüĐčøăÒ

ch = (char) val;

!di!>!)dibs*!wbm<

st += Character.toString(ch);

··Ąą·ÂÔ·ÚÿøăøúąüăÅąĆêąăĀąþ¿úÿÀÒ

Original text

Encrypt text
Figure (6): Encrypt and decrypttext

5-Conclusion
This paper in hands introduces the multimedia files encryption
and decryption such as image encryption, and message
encryption by using substitution method to encrypt files and
using reconstruction table to decrypt the Plaintext.
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